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I. INTRODUCTION 
Very recently Battle and Federbush [ 1 ] introduced a new cluster 
expansion for the $1: quantum field theory. The decoupling scheme for this 
expansion is based on the ultraviolet version of a new phase cell decom- 
position whose infrared version for mass-zero lattice models was first 
introduced by Federbush [2]. 
Unfortunately, their convergence proof in ] 1 ] contains a serious error. In 
that paper, estimates (3.7) and (3.8) are false, and the important inequality 
(6.1) depends on those estimates. Fortunately, this author has discovered a 
weaker inequality which, nevertheless, enables us to prove with more delicate 
estimation that the Battle-Federbush cluster expansion converges anyway. In 
this paper we prove the inequality; we apply it to the 4: and 4:: quantum 
field theories in subsequent papers. 
Before we proceed, some general comments are in order. It has already 
been pointed out in [3] that with regard to general applicability of basic 
ideas the Battle-Federbush error is not as serious. The most important ideas 
that were introduced in [ 1] were the tree graph identity and stability of the 
interaction with respect to the number of Federbush modes. These ideas are 
very powerful and flexible, so one has considerable latitude in defining the 
cell variables. In the case of 4: and d:, the point is that one can define the 
cell variables so that the Battle-Federbush inequality does hold. The price 
one pays, however, is that the free part of the Euclidean Lagrangian is not 
diagonal with respect to the new variables, and so the new expansion 
procedure and the estimation methods are substantially complicated by the 
need to decouple free covariances. This technical nuisance is our primary 
motivation to resurrect the expansion defined in [ 11. 
As in [ 1 ] we denote the Federbush functions by y/k, where the index k 
ranges over scale, location of the cube for a given scale, and a finite set 
indexing the functions that live on a given cube. The cardinality of this set is 
the same for all cubes with scale less than 1 and is determined by the zero- 
moment conditions that we wish to impose on the functions associated with 
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such cubes. More precisely, the cardinality depends on the integer parameter 
s that labels the condition that 
is ) dXi lyk(X) xp =0 (l-1) 
for all multi-indices p for which ]p] < s and for all k for which the scale L, = 
2-mk < 1. For the basic properties of these functions we refer the reader to 
[ 1] (again warning that (3.7) and (3.8) are false). 
Let (9’(lRd), 4, d,~) be the Gaussian random field with mean zero and 
covariance operator (-A + 1)-l, i.e., the free Euclidean scalar boson field in 
d dimensions [4]. In [l] the cell variables are defined by 
ak = (49 Dwk), 
where D = v”m; if ( .)O denotes the expectation functional, then 
(1.2) 
(ai>O = 11 vkii: = l, (1.3) 
so ak is a random variable in L’(dp). It follows from hypercontractivity [4] 
that ak E Lp(dp) for 1 <p < co. 
Let A be a finite set of k and consider the random variable 
#dX) = r ak(D-‘Y/k)(x)e 
kL;a 
Since (vk} is an orthonormal set in LZ(lRd), we have 
ak = (hy Dvk) 
as well. The Battle-Federbush inequality is 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
where E, E’ > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small by making c > 0 sufficiently 
large. We do not know whether this inequality is true or not. What we 
propose to show instead is that 
(1.7) 
with the same linkage between E, E’ > 0 and c > 0. 
Remark 1. Equation (1.7) alone does not correct the convergence proof 
given in [ 1 ] for the cluster expansion, but the estimation methods in that 
paper can be refined considerably, as we will see in a subsequent paper. 
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Remark 2. The Gaussian field was introduced for the sake of context 
only. Obviously our proof of (1.7) will involve hard estimation in function 
spaces. 
The technical heart of our paper is embodied in the following collection of 
estimates, which we prove in the Appendix. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let [, E CF(iR) such that t;,(t) = 1 fir (t( < K and 
[,(t)=Ofir ltj>K+ 1. Define 
yy = yk * hi’? (1.8) 
where 
n 
hp’(u) = I”r &JL~o~). 
i=l 
(1.9) 
Then for s chosen large enough, E > 0 chosen small enough, and K > 1, 
IIDz~~‘ll, Q CK (Wt[lOg(l + K)]d Lid/*-‘-2, Rez > -s, (1.10) 
(jD’1#/1i<c(l +jImzJ)dc1L~‘2-ReL, --E<Rez<j-e, (1.11) 
Jj(log D)Dztyj$))m < CK(ReL)+[iOg(l + K)]d+1L~d'2-ReZlog(~ +&I), 
Rez 2 -E, (1.12) 
(((log D) D’y~‘j(, < c(l + \Im z()~+’ Li’2-Rez log(1 + Lk’), 
--E<Rez<f-s, (1.13) 
l(D -E+‘“ty~‘)(~)I < c( 1 + ) u I)d+ ’ L;-d’2 Cl +y)-d-‘, (1.14) 
(IDP,,,~’ - DPWk& < cpK-q(:-P’Lkdf2+dfq-P, l<q<2, P<f, (1.15) 
j1DP,&’ - DPvk)Iq < CKP-‘fyff*+dlq-P, 2<q<co, p<-+ (1.16) 
( ) + denotes the positive part of a function and dk(x) is the distance between 
x and the center of the cube associated with k. 
Remark. Note that we have defined I&“ as an L;’ K-ultraviolet cutoff of 
wk instead of a K-ultraviolet cutoff. 
In Section 2 we apply this theorem to the proof of our main theorem: 
THEOREM 1.2. Given 6 > 0 define CT as the measure on A such that the 
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mass ok of the element k is given by ok = Lf”. Fix p0 < f, and for p0 - 4 < 
p <p,, let T, be the linear mapping from Cr(iR’) into CA defined by 
T,t.f)k = Lf-di’(Dpf, w,J (1.17) 
Then for s large enough and for 
1 
Po-z;=P, (1.18) 
T extends to a bounded mapping from L’(lR’) into l’(u) with bound 
independent of A. 
To establish (1.7) we need only combine this theorem with 
THEOREM 1.3. For 0 <q < 1 and 
+?+ -(l-4)=$ 
Remark. This result arises from a trivial generalization of the proof of 
[ 1, Proposition 6.31 (the correct half of the “proof’ of (1.6)). The key 
elements are complex interpolation and Theorem A. 1. 
The combination yields a slight generalization of (1.7): 
COROLLARY 1.4. For s large enough and for arbitrary E, E’ > 0, there is 
an A-independent constant c > 0 such that 
where 
Proof. Clearly we have 
3n + 1 
P=----3 
n+l 
Y= 
n - (n - l)d/2 
n+l * 
(1.21) 
(1.22) 
(1.23) 
(1.24) 
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provided that both (1.18) and (1.19) hold. By (1.5) and (1.17) it follows that 
the lhs of this inequality is 
\’ oky-rd12 lukjr 
k-;A 
(1.25) 
provided that p + q = 1. This additional condition on the parameters 
determines their dependence on p,, and n: 
(1.26) 
(1.27) 
Obviously r = p - E and E > 0 can be made arbitrarily small by choosing 
p,, < f sufficiently close to 5. On the other hand pr < n/(n + I), or rather 
(1 - $)d fpr < y. (1.28) 
Hence, if we set E’ = (42) + 6 we have 
d+6+pr-rd/2 < yi-E’, (1.29) 
in which case (since L, < 1) 
L;+ 6’ < akL;-U2, (1.30) 
E’ can be made arbitrarily small by choosing 6 sufficiently small and p,, 
sufliciently close to f. I 
II. COMPLEX INTERPOLATION 
In this section we establish our key theorem, i.e., Theorem 1.2. The main 
ingredients of our proof are Theorem 1.1 and the Stein interpolation theorem 
151. The strip in the complex plane is given by pO - i < Re z <p,, in our 
case, and we define the mapping S,(z) from CT(lRd) into CA by 
(S,(Z)~)~ = L;-d’2(D’f. t&‘)(z - I)-d-’ 
The basic strategy is to prove the following result: 
(2.1) 
THEOREM 2.1. Given (1.18), S,(p) extends to a bounded mapping from 
Lr(Wd) into r(o) with bound independent of K and A. 
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By the Stein interpolation theorem, this theorem is a corollary of the 
following three lemmas: 
LEMMA 2.2. S,(z) extends to a bounded mapping from L’(IRd) into I’(o) 
and from L”(lFTd) into l”(o) (with bounds that may depend on K and A). 
With respect to these operator norms S,(z) is continuous on p,, - f < 
Re z Qpo and analytic on the interior of the strip. Moreover, S,(z) is 
untformly bounded on the strip with respect to the two operator norms (where 
the untform bound may depend on u and A). 
LEMMA 2.3. S,(p, + iv) extends to a bounded mapping from Lm(lRd) 
into l*(o) with bound independent of v, K, and A. 
LEMMA 2.4. S,(p, - i+ iv) extends to a bounded mapping from L’(IRd) 
into l’(o) with bound independent of v, K, and A. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Because all norms on CA are equivalent, it suffices 
to verify these properties for the linear functionals f ( + (S,(z)f)k where 
dependence on both scale and ultraviolet cutoff is not important. Since 
l(S,(z)f )A < 41 + IIm ~l)-~-l LkRezed’* IIWYII, Ilf II,, P-2) 
I(S,(z)f hl< 41 + IIm zO-d-’ LkRez-d’2 lI~‘wPlll Ilf IL (2.3) 
for p,,-j<Rez<p,, the first and last properties tabulated in the lemma 
follow from estimates (1.10) and (1.11). The other properties follow from a 
straightforward elementary argument hat hinges on (1.12) and (1.13). 1 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. By (2.3) we obviously have 
SUP ((S,(z)f &I < 41 + lImzl)-d-l w$LkRer-d’2 lP’w~‘lIJ Ilf ILL 
k k 
and (1.11) clearly implies that for pO - f < Re z < pO we have 
s~p(L:~‘-~‘~ IlD’v/~‘ll J < c( 1 + (Im z I)d+ ‘, 
so the desired type of bound actually holds for the whole strip. 1 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Here we must estimate more carefully than an 
application of (2.2) would. We observe that 
Cok(S,(p,-f+iv)f)klgC(l+I~I)-~-‘fi (/dxt)If(x)I (2.4) 
k 
x C uk~p,o- U--d/2 ((DPO- W+i~wp))(x)(e 
k 
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We also note that 
by virtue of (1.14). Hence, the sum in the integrand is dominated by 
m=O 
because ok = Lit”. 1 
Having established Theorem 2.1, we are now ready to prove the main 
theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Theorem 2.1 we need only show that when 
relation (1.18) holds, (p - I)dt i S,(p) converges in 4P(L’(lRd), lr(a)) to Tp 
as K + 00, where the convergence is allowed to be A-dependent. Again, since 
all norms on CA are equivalent, it is enough to show that for fixed k the 
linear functional fl+ (p - l)dt ‘(SK(p)f)k converges t0 f++ T,df)k in the 
dual of L’(lRd) as K+ co. But this would clearly follow from the 
convergence of L~-df2Dpy~’ to Li-d/2Dpyk in L”(R’), where r’ is the 
conjugate exponent of r. Now, in case 1 < r’ < 2 the desired convergence 
follows from (1.15) because p < 4 in any case. If 2 < r’ < co, then 
convergence still occurs by virtue of (1.16) and (1.18). Since k is fixed, the 
scale-dependence of the convergence is immaterial. 4 
APPENDIX: ESTIMATES 
Our main task here is to prove Theorem 1.1. However, we should also say 
a little more about that “other part” of the proof of Corollary 1.4, namely, 
Theorem 1.3. As indicated in [ 11, (1.20) follows from the inequality 
llW.=, llr G c IIDOA II: ll#A II:,“, (A-1) 
which holds, provided that (1.19) does. Battle-Federbush did not give the 
proof of (A.l), but merely gave a reference [6] and remarked that the 
complex interpolation was less than straightforward. The nontrivial estimate 
that makes the reasoning go is contained in the following result: 
THEOREM A.l. For real v, DiO is a bounded operator on L2”(Rd) whose 
bound is dominated by c,( 1 + ) v I)d. 
This theorem is just a special case of [6, Theorem 21, which is a corollary of 
Mihlin’s result [ 71. 
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To establish the estimates tabulated in Theorem 1.1, we rely heavily on the 
special properties of the functions VP’. 
LEMMA A.2. %a given phase cell k there is another phase cell I such 
that L, = 1 and typ’(o) = Lff2@(L,w). Zf the k-cube is centered at the 
origin, then so is the l-cube. Zf L, < 1, then IJJ, satisfies (1.1). 
Lemma A.2 follows from (1.8), (1.9), and the scaling property of the wk 
mentioned in [ 11. 
LEMMA A.3. Let 1 be a phase cell associated with the unit cube centered 
at the origin. For a given multi-index q, 
g&o) ) <c I’I (1 + IwJ)-‘. 
i=l 
Moreover, if y, satisfies (1.1) then for 1 cu I< 1 and ( q I< s we have 
(A-2) 
(A-3) 
Proof: By the construction in [ 11, v/, is a piecewise continuous function 
which is a polynomial with degree <s on each of the 2* octants of our cube. 
(Since L, = 1, such a polynomial for the whole cube is a possibility for IJI,.) 
Thus, w, is a sum of functions which are simply products of polynomials 
with characteristic functions of octants of the unit cube, so Ct is a linear 
combination of derivatives of the functions 
2d fj [,*l,i/4 sin(ri14) ]. 
i=l I 
(A.4) 
Since G%4 = $I(O) rK 1 L(~i)Y estimate (A.2) follows from 
straightforward computation. To prove (A.3), we note that since 3, is 
smooth, Taylor’s theorem applies to the condition 
&xw, _ = 0, IPI <ST 
w=o 
which is just condition (1.1) in momentum space. Hence 
64.5) 
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On the other hand, 
F‘ 
In’1 z-ltll 
(A.7) 
Since we are assuming K > 1 in Theorem 1.1, we obviously have G(w) = 
q,(w) for 1 WI < 1, so (A.3) is established. 1 
LEMMA A.4 For a given multi-index q and for 0 ( L < 1, 
g (L2 + uqz’2 / < c(1 + Izl)‘“‘(l + f102)‘Rez-‘v’)‘2 
in the region ( w ( > 1 and 
g (L2 + W2)z’2 1 <c(l + IzI)‘V’ IW/-(Rez-‘q’)- 
(A-8) 
(A.9) 
in the region 1 w ( < 1, where ( )- denotes the negative part of a function. 
Lemma A.4 follows from straightforward computation and estimation. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.1. For every k there is a k’ such 
that the k/-cube is centered at the origin and I+Y~ is just a translate of ly,, [ 11, 
and operators that are diagonal in momentum space are translation- 
invariant. Hence, we may assume without loss of generality that the k-cube is 
centered at the origin. Also, note that the desired estimates follow from 
straightforward analysis in the special case where L, = 1 because the 
infrared problem arises in the case of small scales. Throughout the proof we 
fix k with L, < 1 and let I be the corresponding phase cell of Lemma A.2. 
Thus v/, satisfies (1.1). 
Proof of Estimate (1.10). Clearly, 
(A.lO) 
Since@(w) = L$$(L,w) (see Lemma A.2), we have 
((DZ&$‘(I, < CL;d’*--Re= ‘I (J dq) (L: + c.o*)(Re1)/2 I@&,I 
<CL; d’2--Rerv (oh),,,,, l4-“I~4 
+ CL; d’2-Rer q (jdq), 
w 
,>1 (1 + w*)(~~‘)‘~ @-@)l, (A.ll) 
where we have applied Lemma A.4 and the assumption Re z > --E for (1.10). 
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Since @ is supported in the region SUpi ]oi] < K + 1, we obtain the desired 
estimate by bounding (1 + w*)(~~~)‘~ on that region and applying (A.2). 1 
Proof of Estimate (1.11). Since 
(D’typ’)(x) = v (j dw,) eiwx( 1 + W2)‘12 e(w) 
=LFdilezIj (jdui)e idk’x(L; + ,2y/2*~wj 
=L; d’2-z(D;y/y))(L;1X), (A.12) 
where D, = (-LI + L:)l12, we see that 
~JD’~~‘~~l = L;‘2-Rez llD;ty:“‘jI,, (A.13) 
so it suffkes to prove that 
IID~wI”‘IL < 0 + lImzDd+‘, --E<Rez<+--c. (A. 14) 
By the Schwarz inequality and the Plancherel theorem we have 
IID;w!“‘II~ < c [n (Idx,) I(1 + x’)“(D~~i”‘)(~)l’]“~ 
=&(jd ) Ui \(-A, + l)“[(L, + W’)“‘*(W)]]’ I’*, I 
(A.15) 
where N is an integer greater than ad. Clearly, 
[ 
32lol- lttl 
x &gP-rl 
(L: + uy ) 1 (A.16) 
llD’wk% <c 
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The bracketed integral is dominated by 
c(l + /zI)“‘*” n (j&oi),,,<l 1012s-21~l-2(Rez-I~‘I) 
i 
+ c(1 + ]z])2’V” v (jdwi), w 
,>1 Cl + u2)Rer-“” I7 (1 + IWil)-’ 
by virtue of Lemmas A.3 and A.4. Since Re z > -E, the exponent in the first 
integrand is bounded below by 
so the first integral is finite if s is chosen large enough. On the other hand, 
the exponent in the second integrand is bounded above by $- E because Re z 
is assumed to be. Since 
’ + w2 < n (l + IOil)2, (A.17) 
i 
the second integral is finite. Finally, (1 + ]z])““” < (1 + Jim z()~~ for --E < 
Rez<f-s, so choose N such that 2N<d+ 1. I 
Remark. We omit the proofs of (1.12) and (1.13) because they are 
similar to the proofs of (1.10) and (1.1 I), respectively. The only essential 
difference is that we replace Lemma A.4 with 
LEMMA AS. For a given multi-index q and for 0 < L < 1, 
$ [(L’ + w2y2 log@2 + w’)] / < c(1 + ]z])‘n’(l + cf?)(@--I~‘)‘* 
x Wl + loI> (A.18) 
in the region 10 / > 1 and 
2 [(F + coy2 log&2 + co’)] 1 <c(l + ]z])‘*’ ]WJ-(aeZ+‘), 
x log(1 + lo]-‘) (A.19) 
in the region Iw( < 1. 
Proof of Estimate (1.14). By our assumption above, dk(x) = /x 1, so we 
estimate 
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x [(l +w2)- ei2+iu/2@(co)] I, (A.20) 
where N is an integer greater than d/2. Clearly, the rhs transforms into 
CL;-~'~ g (ado,) )(-A, + l)N[(L: + w~)-~~~+~~~~~(co)]~. (A.21)
Applying (A. 16) to wi”’ with z = --E t iv, we see that it is enough to control 
(uniformly in K and L, but with vdtl growth allowed) 
v (Idw,) l~&o) / @L; t u2)-e/2+iu/2 / (A.22) 
for 1 v I+ 1 v’ 1 Q 2N. By Lemmas A.3 and A.4, (A.22) is less than or equal to 
(A.23) 
+c(1 t I?#“” n (j&) (1 t 0I2)-E-‘+ n (1 + IOil) 
i lOl>l i 
By choosing s large enough the exponent in the first integrand can be 
bounded below by 1 - E - d, in which case that integral is finite. On the 
other hand, the Holder inequality implies that the second integral is finite. 
Finally, (1 t Iv~)‘~” < (1 + 1111) dt ’ if N is chosen to be the smallest possible 
integer. I 
Proof of Estimate (1.15). By (A.12) we need only show that for p < 4, 
IIDpklyj”) -DDp,ly,(lq < CpK-q(1’2-p). (A.24) 
By the Holder inequality and the Plancherel theorem, we have 
IIm4”‘-mY,llq~c [q (p+ +X2)N(~~~lr)-DIWI)(X)12]q’2 
=c[y (IdwJ 1 (--A, t qN [ (L: t oJ2y2 l@&o) 
x ‘,T L(Wi) - 1 1 
1 q/2 
Ill 1 7 (A.25) 
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where N is an integer greater than ((l/q) - (1/2))d. 
(4, + 1)” (L/f + u2)p’2 3,(o) 
ii 
n CK(Wi) - 1 
II 
Since 
(A.26) 
and the last factor is bounded and vanishes for 1 wi / < K, the problem reduces 
to estimating 
(A.27) 
with the desired bound (for (~71 + (q’ ( < 2N). By (A.2) and (A.8) the integral 
is dominated by 
‘PIj (jdui) ,wi,~KfOTSomei (1 +w~)~-*‘“” v (1 + luiI)-*. (A-28) 
Since we are assuming p ( f , it follows from (A. 17) that (A.28) is 
dominated by 
CK -2(1/2-P) 3 (A.29) 
so the corresponding estimate on (A.27) yields (A.24). I 
Proof of Estimate (1.16). Again, by (A. 12) it suffices to show that for 
P < l/q, 
IlD$y;“’ - Dfct& < CKP-“‘. 
By the Hausdorff-Young inequality, 
llD::w!“’ -D::v,llq 
(A.30) 
(A.3 1) 
so it is enough to estimate 
Iwfl>tcforsomei 
@: + cozy’* e,(u),@] “q (A.32) 
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with the desired bound. By (A.2), (A.8), and (A. 17), the expression (A.32) is 
less than or equal to 
’ [v (~dwi),wi,~Kforsomei C1 + w2)pq”2 JJ C1 + l”il)pq’]“q’ GCKP-l’q, 
(A.33) 
because we assume p < l/q for this estimate. 
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